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During the second half of 1943, after the failure at Kursk,
GermanyÕs Army Group South fell back from Russia
under repeated hammer blows from the Red Army.
Under Erich von Manstein, however, the Germans were
able to avoid serious defeats, while at the same time
fending off HitlerÕs insane orders to hold on to useless
territory. Then, in January 1944, a disaster happened.
Six divisions of Army Group South became surrounded
after sudden attacks by the 1st and 2nd Ukrainian Fronts
under command of generals Nikolai Vatutin and Ivan
Konev around the village of Korsun (near the larger town
of Cherkassy on the Dnieper). The GermansÕ greatest
fear was the prospect of another Stalingrad, the
catastrophe that had occurred precisely one year before.
This time, though, Manstein was in control from the start,
and he immediately rearranged his Army Group to
rescue his trapped divisions. A major panzer drive got
underway, led by General der Panzertruppen Hans
Hube, a survivor from Stalingrad pocket, which promptly
ran up against several soviet tank armies. Leading the
break-in was Franz Baeke with his Tiger and Panthertanks. Due to both weather and ferocious resistance, the
German drive stalled. Ju-52s still flew into KorsunÕs
airfield, delivering supplies and taking out wounded, but
it soon became apparent that only one option remained
for the beleaguered defenders: breakout. Without
consulting Hitler, on the night of February 16 Manstein
ordered the breakout to begin. Led by the strongest
formation within the pocket, SS Wiking, the trapped
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forces surged out and soon rejoined the surrounding
panzer divisions who had been fully engaged in
weakening the ring. When dawn broke, the Soviets
realized their prey was escaping. Although the Germans
within the pocket lost nearly all of their heavy weapons
and left many wounded behind, their escape was
effected. Stalin, having anticipated another Stalingrad,
was left with little but an empty bag, as Army Group
SouthÑthis timeÑhad pulled off a rescue. In The Korsun
Pocket, Niklas Zetterling, a researcher at the Swedish
Defense College since 1995 and Anders Frankson, have
provided a highly detailed and often breathtaking
account of one of the most dramatic battles of World War
II. From grand strategy to soldiersÕ voices on the
ground, including expert statistical analysis, the action,
and the stakes, of the battle at Korsun are made vividly
clear.
This is a closely argued and wide-ranging assessment of
just how, with so many alternatives open, the German
High Command chose the path that led, ultimately, to its
own destruction. Heinz Magenheimer examines in detail
the options that were open to the Germans as the war
progressed. He identifies the crucial moments at which
fateful decisions needed to be made, and considers how
decisions different from those actually taken could have
propelled the conflict in entirely different directions. Using
the very latest source material, in particular new
research from Soviet Russian sources, the author
analyses motives and objectives and considers the
opportunities acted upon or rejected, concentrating
especially on specific phases of the conflict.
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This hugely successful global history of the twentieth
century is written by four prominent international
historians for first-year undergraduate level and upward.
Using their thematic and regional expertise, the authors
have produced an authoritative yet accessible and
seamless account of the history of international relations
in the last century, covering events in Europe, Asia, the
Middle East, Africa and the Americas. They focus on the
history of relations between states and on the broad
ideological, economic and cultural forces that have
influenced the evolution of international politics over the
past one hundred years. The third edition is thoroughly
updated throughout to take account of the most recent
research and global developments, and includes a new
chapter on the international history of human rights and
its advocacy organizations, including NGOs. Additional
new features include: New material on the Arab Spring,
including specific focus on Libya and Syria Increased
debate on the question of US decline and the rise of
China. A timeline to give increased context to those
studying the topic for the first time. A fully revised
companion website including links to further resources
and self-testing material can be found at
www.routledge.com/cw/best Antony Best is Associate
Professor in International History at the London School
of Economics. Jussi M. Hanhimäki is Professor of
International History and Politics at the Graduate Institute
of International Studies, Geneva. Joseph A. Maiolo is
Professor of International History at the Department of
War Studies, Kings College London. Kirsten E. Schulze
is Associate Professor in International History at the
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London School of Economics.
From 1937 to 1945 the world witnessed a succession of
savage military policies, innovations, and actions on the
field, in the water, and in the skies that resulted in the
butchery of over fifty million people. The military history
of the Second World War involves heroism and evil,
effectiveand hopeless strategies, bold and pointless
operations, calculation and luck, politics and diplomacy,
and production and attrition. This study incorporates
recent scholarship on the military history of the Second
World War to examine both chronologically and in a
comprehensive geographic way themost destructive
event in recorded human history. Annihilation argues that
World War II evolved into a war of annihilation - a total
war - that engulfed militaries and civilians alike, and
spared no country either destruction or blame for the
carnage. The book questions the adopted intention of
the"good war" thesis by wielding the "strategy of
annihilation" on all sides as an architectural framework.
Readers will find global coverage linking together all
theaters of the conflict in a narrative that advances from
the beginning to end of the war. This is the first study of
the World War II thatallows instructors to assign chapters
of the book according to time periods or by place.
This book offers a unique perspective for understanding
how and why the Second World War in Europe ended as
it did—and why Germany, in attacking the Soviet Union,
came far closer to winning the war than is often
perceived. • Detailed maps show the position and
movement of opposing forces during the key battles
discussed in the book • More than 30 charts, figures,
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and appendices, including detailed orders of battle,
economic figures, and equipment comparisons
Each year, thousands of Chinese children, primarily
abandoned infant girls, are adopted by Americans. Yet
we know very little about the local and transnational
processes that characterize this new migration.
Transnational Adoption is a unique ethnographic study of
China/U.S. adoption, the largest contemporary
intercountry adoption program. Sara K. Dorow begins by
situating the popularity of the China/U.S. adoption
process within a broader history of immigration and
adoption. She then follows the path of the adoption
process: the institutions and bureaucracies in both China
and the United States that prepare children and parents
for each other; the stories and practices that legitimate
them coming together as transnational families; the
strains placed upon our common notions of what
motherhood means; and ways in which parents then
construct the cultural and racial identities of adopted
children. Based on rich ethnographic evidence, including
interviews with and observation of people on both sides
of the Pacific—from orphanages, government officials,
and adoption agencies to advocacy groups and adoptive
families themselves—this is a fascinating look at the latest
chapter in Chinese-American migration.
Proposes a way to abolish the entire institution of war
and to gradually establish world government.

An account of the development of the German forces
under the Third Reich. German organisation and
tactics are examined in action at twelve key
engagements, from Czechoslovakia in 1938 to Berlin
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in 1945.
This book investigates the complexities of modern
urban operations—a particularly difficult and costly
method of fighting, and one that is on the rise.
Contributors examine the lessons that emerge from
a range of historical case studies, from nineteenthcentury precedents to the Battle of Shanghai;
Stalingrad, German town clearance, Mandalay, and
Berlin during World War II; and from the Battle of
Algiers to the Battle for Fallujah in 2004. Each case
study illuminates the features that differentiate urban
operations from fighting in open areas, and the
factors that contribute to success and failure. The
volume concludes with reflections on the key
challenges of urban warfare in the twenty-first
century and beyond.
It was the endgame for Hitler's Reich. In the winter of
1944–45, Germany staked everything on its surprise
campaign in the Ardennes, the “Battle of the Bulge.”
But when American and Allied forces recovered from
their initial shock, the German forces were left
fighting for their very survival—especially on the
Eastern Front, where the Soviet army was intent on
matching, or even surpassing, Nazi atrocities. At the
mercy of the Fuehrer, who refused to acknowledge
reality and forbade German retreats, the Wehrmacht
was slowly annihilated in horrific battles that have
rarely been adequately covered in histories of the
Second World War—especially the brutal Soviet siege
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of Budapest, which became known as the
“Stalingrad of the Waffen-SS.” Capping a career
that has produced more than forty books, Dr.
Samuel W. Mitcham now tells the extraordinary tale
of how Hitler’s once-dreaded war machine came to
a cataclysmic end, from the Battle of the Bulge in
December 1944 to the German surrender in May
1945. Making use of German wartime papers and
memoirs—some rarely seen in English-language
sources—Mitcham’s sweeping narrative deserves a
place on the shelf of every student of World War II.
Hitler strategaGiunti Editore
Rudolf Witzig entered the history books as the heroic
captor of Belgiumês supposedly impregnable
fortress Eben Emael in May 1940 _ the first time that
glider-borne troops were used in the war. To many
people, he is also known as the commander of the
battle group that fired the first shots of the Tunisian
campaign. Remarkably, next to nothing has been
written about him as an individual. This biography,
completed with the full support of Witzigês widow
and son, is a comprehensive history of the man and
also provides important new detail on the German
parachute arm that he served. In the course of his
service, he was awarded the coveted Knightês
Cross of the Iron Cross. He could not be awarded
the decoration because he had not yet earned the
Ironês Crosses 2nd and 1st class _ to resolve the
problem he was awarded all three on the spot.
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Witzig was involved in Operation Mercury, the
invasion of Crete, but was injured during the fighting.
After his recovery, he was sent to Tunisia where he
was credited with several successful defensive
actions. He ended the war in captivity, surrendering
to the Allies on 8 May 1945, the day after his name
was placed on the Honour Roll of the Luftwaffe.
Rudolf Witzig was born on 14th August 1916 in
Westphalia. His military career started in 1935 when
he was accepted as an officerês candidate. He went
on to win the Knightês Cross, which was awarded by
Hitler personally. Witzig died on 3rd October 2001 at
the age of 85. Gilberto Vilhermosa is a serving
member of the US military in Yemen. This is his
second book.
Author of an acclaimed history of the Battle of the
Atlantic during World War Two (OUP 2016),
Jonathan Dimbleby now offers a compelling account
of the largest military operation not only of World
War Two but of all time--the invasion of Russia by
Nazi Germany in 1941. Often seen as the turning
point of the war in Europe, Operation Barbarossa
turned allies into mortal enemies, triggering the
atrocities that would characterize the Holocaust.
Historians have spent generations puzzling over
Barbarossa. For Hitler and the other Nazi leaders,
who began planning the invasion even as the pact
with the Soviets was in full force, the invasion would
annihilate communism, eradicate inferior races, and
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provide the German people (and military) with
resources that would guarantee not just survival but
global domination. What followed was catastrophe.
Between June, when the invasion began, and
December 1941, when it stalled, some six million
men were killed, wounded, or registered as missing
in action. Soldiers on both sides committed atrocities
on a scale that few events in the history of warfare
can rival. When German commanders were forced to
retreat, it was clear to the world clear that the
German war machine was not only not infallible but
fatally weakened. Once the invasion began to falter,
it all but guaranteed the Germans would eventually
lose the war. Operation Barbarossa has been much
written about in histories of World War Two.
However, no single general-audience book focused
purely on the operation dominates the field, either
covering only aspects of what was a massive
undertaking or simply outdated. Moreover,
Dimbleby's book makes ample use of memoirs,
diaries, and letters, along with unpublished and
untranslated correspondence from newly opened
Russian archives. It promises to become the
standard general history of Operation Barbarossa.
This major global history of the twentieth century is
written by four prominent international historians for
first-year undergraduate level and upward. Using
their thematic and regional expertise, the authors
cover events in Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Africa
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and the Americas from the last century and beyond.
Among the areas this book covers are: the decline of
European hegemony over the international order; the
diffusion of power to the two superpowers; the rise of
newly independent states in Asia and Africa; and,
the course and consequences of the major global
conflicts of the twentieth century. This second edition
is thoroughly updated, and includes extended
coverage of European integration, the rise of supragovernmental organizations, and the 'global War on
Terror'.
Hitler was not a lonely, aloof dictator. Throughout his rise in
the NSDAP, he gathered a loyal circle around him, which later
took on the features of a regular court, and was surrounded
by people who celebrated, flattered and intrigued him. Who
belonged to this inner circle around Hitler? What function did
this court fulfill? And how did it influence the perception of
history after 1945? Using previously unknown sources, Heike
Görtemaker explores Hitler's private environment and shows
how this inner circle made him who he was. Biographies of
Hitler often concentrate on his obsession with self-image: "If
you subtract what politics is about him, little or nothing
remains," said Ian Kershaw, and Joachim Fest asserted: "He
did not have a private life." For Alan Bullock the "Führer" was
an "uprooted man without a home or family". Hitler's inner
circle, the Berghof Society, was his private retreat. But the
court was more than that. It provided him with the support he
needed to be able to take on the role of "Führer" at all, while
at the same time allowing him to use its members as political
front men. Most of all, it represented a conspiratorial
community whose lowest common denominator was antiSemitism. In this book, Heike Görtemaker asks new
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questions about the truth behind Hitler's inner circle and, for
the first time, also examines the "circle without leaders"; the
networking of the inner circle after 1945.
Among the many controversies of World War II, prominent is
the debate over Germany's strategy in the north of the Soviet
Union, as the tide of war turned, and gigantic Russian armies
began to close in on Berlin. In this long-awaited work, Henrik
Lunde--former U.S. Special Forces officer and author of
renowned previous works on the campaigns in Norway and
Finland--turns his sights to the withdrawal of Army Group
North. Providing cool-headed analysis to the problem, the
author first acknowledges that Hitler--often accused of holding
onto ground for the sake of it--had valid reasons in this
instance to maintain control of the Baltic coast. Without it, his
supply of iron ore from Sweden would have been cut off,
German naval (U-boat) bases would have been
compromised, and an entire simpatico area of
Europe--including East Prussia--would have been forsaken.
On the other hand, Germany's maintaining control of the
Baltic would have meant convenient supply for forces on the
coast--or evacuation if necessary--and perhaps most
important, remaining German defensive pockets behind the
Soviets' main drive to Europe would tie down disproportionate
offensive forces. Stalwart German forces remaining on the
coast and on their flank could break the Soviet tidal wave.
However, unlike during today's military planning, the German
high command, in a situation that changed by the month, had
to make quick decisions and gamble, with the fate of
hundreds of thousands of troops and the entire nation at
stake on quickly decided throws of their dice. As Henrik
Lunde carefully details in this work, Hitler guessed wrong. By
leaving four entire battle-hardened armies in isolation along
the Baltic, the Soviets pulling up to the Oder River
encountered weaker opposition than they had a right to
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expect. Having economic (or aid) resources of their own, they
cared little for Hitler's own supply line and instead simply
lunged at his center of power: Berlin. Once that was taken the
remaining German pockets could be wiped out. The Germans
deprived themselves of many of their strongest forces when
they most needed them, and the climactic battle for their
capital took place. In this book, both combats and strategy
are described in the final stages of the fighting in the Northern
Theater, with Lunde's even-handed analysis of the campaign
a reward to every student of World War II. REVIEWS "...
tackles "five exceedingly complicated and interrelated
subjects to examine and understand Hitler's decision to
defend the Baltic States at all costs." They are: military
strategy; Hitler's strategic thinking; changing conditions
affecting opposing forces; Hitler's fascination with
Scandinavia and the Baltic Region; and the validity of Hitler's
stated reasons for refusing to withdraw from the Baltic. In his
short concluding chapter, Lunde addresses and debunks the
validity of the reasons put forth by Hitler for his unshakeable
attachment to the defense of the Baltic Region and
Scandinavia." Henry Gole, author of Soldiering, The Road to
Rainbow, and co-author of Exposing the Third Reich: Colonel
Truman Smith in Hitler's Germany "...a detailed examination
of one of the worst of Hitler's many bad decisions in the later
years of the Second World War, and a valuable addition to
the literature on the fighting on the Eastern Front." History of
War "In Hitler's Wave-Breaker Concept, historian and former
US Special Forces officer Henrik Lunde undertakes a sober,
much-needed corrective evaluation of Hitler's military
decisions, with a stress on the defensive actions of Army
Group North after the attempt to defeat the Soviet Union had
disintegrated."--Michigan War Studies Review
At the end of World War II, Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower,
fearing that retreating Germans would consolidate large
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numbers of troops in an Alpine stronghold and from there
conduct a protracted guerilla war, turned U.S. forces toward
the heart of Franconia, ordering them to cut off and destroy
German units before they could reach the Alps. Opposing this
advance was a conglomeration of German forces headed by
SS-Gruppenführer Max Simon, a committed National Socialist
who advocated merciless resistance. Under the direction of
officers schooled in harsh combat in Russia, the Germans
succeeded in bringing the American advance to a grinding
halt. Caught in the middle were the people of Franconia.
Historians have accorded little mention to this period of
violence and terror, but it provides insight into the chaotic
nature of life while the Nazi regime was crumbling. Neither
German civilians nor foreign refugees acted simply as
passive victims caught between two fronts. Throughout the
region people pressured local authorities to end the
senseless resistance and sought revenge for their tribulations
in the "liberation" that followed. Stephen G. Fritz examines
the predicament and outlook of American GI's, German
soldiers and officials, and the civilian population caught in the
arduous fighting during the waning days of World War II.
Endkampf is a gripping portrait of the collapse of a society
and how it affected those involved, whether they were
soldiers or civilians, victors or vanquished, perpetrators or
victims.
Designed with the more visual needs of today's student in
mind, this landmark encyclopedia covers the entire scope of
the Second World War, from its earliest roots to its continuing
impact on global politics and human society. Over 1,000
illustrations, maps, and primary source materials enhance the
text and make history come alive for students and faculty
alike. ABC-CLIO's World War II: A Student Encyclopedia
captures the monumental sweep of the "Big One" with
accessible scholarship, a student-friendly, image-rich design,
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and a variety of tools specifically crafted for the novice
researcher. For teachers and curriculum specialists, it is a
thoroughly contemporary and authoritative work with
everything they need to enrich their syllabi and meet state
and national standards. Ranging from the conflict's historic
origins to VJ Day and beyond, it brings all aspects of the war
vividly to life—its origins in the rubble of World War I, its
inevitable outbreak, its succession of tumultuous battles and
unforgettable personalities. Students will understand what the
war meant to the leaders, the soldiers, and everyday families
on home fronts around the world. Featured essays look at
Pearl Harbor, the Holocaust, the atomic bomb, and other
crucial events, as well as fascinating topics such as signals
intelligence and the role of women in war. A separate primary
source volume provides essential source material for
homework, test preparation or special projects. With a wealth
of new information and new ideas about the war's causes,
course, and consequences, World War II will be the first place
students turn for the who, what, when, where, and—more
importantly—the why, behind this historic conflict. 950 A–Z
entries, including lengthy biographies of individuals, studies of
battles, details of weapons systems, and analyses of wartime
conferences—all of the topics students look for, and teachers
and educators need to have for their classes Over 270
contributors, including an unprecedented number of non-U.S.
authorities, many from Japan and China, giving students a
truly global understanding of the war An inviting design
incorporating 600 photographs, including contemporaneous
images of individuals, scenes from the front lines, posters,
and weapon technologies A separate primary source volume
offering a wide array of materials ranging from official
documents to personal correspondence An early section of
70 detailed geopolitical and military maps, show students the
basic sweep of the war
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WORLD WAR II IN EUROPE: A CONCISE HISTORY offers
readers an engaging, clear, and comprehensive overview of
the war that includes all of the key concepts, recent
scholarship, and, where applicable, conflicting interpretations,
while avoiding the complex data and schemata that tend to
overwhelm non-specialists. Special attention is given to the
human experience during the war, including extensive
coverage of the Holocaust, and numerous quotations from
relevant primary sources are integrated throughout the
narrative, bringing the events to life. The text also covers the
war's lasting effects on European history as well as
population transfers, the treatment of collaborators and war
criminals, the ordeal of Jewish survivors, changing German
responses to the Nazi era, the emergence of the Cold War,
and steps toward European integration. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
An “excellent” history of the often overlooked WWII
campaign in which Hitler secured a vital resource lifeline for
the Third Reich (Library Journal). After Hitler conquered
Poland and was still fine-tuning his plans against France, the
British began to exert control over the coastline of neutral
Norway, an action that threatened to cut off Germany’s ironore conduit to Sweden and outflank from the start its
hegemony on the Continent. The Germans responded with a
dizzying series of assaults, using every tool of modern
warfare developed in the previous generation. Airlifted
infantry, mountain troops, and paratroopers were dispatched
to the north, seizing Norwegian strongpoints while forestalling
larger but more cumbersome Allied units. The German navy
also set sail, taking a brutal beating at the hands of Britannia,
but ensuring with its sacrifice that key harbors would be held
open for resupply. As dive-bombers soared overhead, small
but elite German units traversed forbidding terrain to ambush
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Allied units trying to forge inland. At Narvik, some six
thousand German troops battled twenty thousand French and
British until the Allies were finally forced to withdraw by the
great disaster in France, which had then gotten underway.
Henrik Lunde, a native Norwegian and former US Special
Operations colonel, has written the most objective account to
date of a campaign in which twentieth-century military
innovation found its first fertile playing field.
Historians and political scientists re-examine the conventional
wisdom of grand strategies pursued by the great powers
during the interwar years.

From the sinking of the British passenger liner
Athenia on September 3, 1939, by a German U-boat
(against orders) to the Japanese surrender on board
the Missouri on September 2, 1945, War at Sea
covers every major naveal battle of World War II. "A
first-rate work and the best history of its kind yet
written".--Vice Admiral William P. Mack, U.S.N.
(Ret.). 30 photos.
Chronicles the final years of World War II, the war's
aftermath, and its legacy, including new technologies
and tactics and the Cold War; and contains a
bibliography, a list of websites, Allied and Axis army
organization charts.
Chronicles the rise and eventual fall of Nazi
Germany during World War II.
A fascinating and penetrating portrait of the
Kriegsmarine and their relationship with Nazi
Germany and Hitler. “In this present book I have
combined the evidence given at Nuremberg with the
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material contained in the Führer Conferences on
Naval Affairs. It is impossible to cover every aspect
of the war in one volume, and I have confined myself
to the history, naval and political, which is, I think, a
most revealing side of Nazi Germany. “I must warn
the reader that, as this history deals mainly with
strategy and diplomacy, there are only a few
examples of individual Nazi crimes. It should be
borne in mind that the Nazis imprisoned, murdered
and tortured—at a conservative estimate—twelve
million people. “It is also inevitable that Hitler should
emerge from these pages as a talented and very
able man. He was the sole ruler of a powerful,
modern nation for twelve years, and obviously he
could not have been a fool; but lest there are some
who think that cleverness is the sole criterion of
greatness, I should like to quote from Hitler’s
sixteenth-century tutor, Nicolo Machiavelli: “Yet it
cannot be called talent to slay fellow-citizens, to
deceive friends, to be without faith, without mercy,
without religion....His barbarous cruelty and
inhumanity with infinite wickednesses do not permit
him to be celebrated among the most excellent men.
What he achieved cannot be attributed either to
fortune or to genius.””
How close did Germany come to winning World War
II? Did Hitler throw away victory in Europe after his
troops had crushed the Soviet field armies defending
Moscow by August 1941? R.H.S. Stolfi offers a
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dramatic new picture of Hitler’s conduct in World
War II and a fundamental reinterpretation of the
course of the war. Adolf Hitler generally is thought to
have been driven by a blitzkrieg mentality in the
years 1939 to 1941. In fact, Stolfi argues, he had no
such outlook on the war. From the day Britain and
France declared war, Hitler reacted with a profoundly
conservative cast of mind and pursued a
circumscribed strategy, pushing out siege lines set
around Germany by the Allies. Interpreting Hitler as
a siege Führer explain his apparent aberrations in
connection with Dunkirk, his fixation on the seizure
of Leningrad, and his fateful decision in the summer
of 1941 to deflect Army Group Center into the
Ukraine when both Moscow and victory in World War
II were within its reach. Unaware of Hitler’s siege
orientation, the German Army planned blitz
campaigns. Through daring operational concepts
and bold tactics, the army won victories over several
Allied powers in World War II, and these led to the
great campaign against the Soviet Union in summer
of 1941. Stolfi postulates that in August 1941,
German Army Group Center had the strength both to
destroy the Red field armies defending the Soviet
capital and to advance to Moscow and beyond. The
defeat of the Soviet Union would have assured
victory in World War II. Nevertheless, Hitler ordered
the army group south to secure the resources of the
Ukraine against a potential siege. And a virtually
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assured German victory slipped away. This radical
reinterpretation of Hitler and the capabilities of the
German Army leads to a reevaluation of World War
II, in which the lesson to be learned is not how the
Allies won the war, but how close the Germans
came to a quick and decisive victory?long before the
United States was drawn into the battle.
At age thirty in 1919, Adolf Hitler had no
accomplishments. He was a rootless loner, a
corporal in a shattered army, without money or
prospects. A little more than twenty years later, in
autumn 1941, he directed his dynamic forces against
the Soviet Union, and in December, the Germans
were at the gates of Moscow and Leningrad. At that
moment, Hitler appeared--however briefly--to be the
most powerful ruler on the planet. Given this
dramatic turn of events, it is little wonder that since
1945 generations of historians keep trying to explain
how it all happened. This richly illustrated history
provides a readable and fresh approach to the
complex history of the Third Reich, from the coming
to power of the Nazis in 1933 to the final collapse in
1945. Using photographs, paintings, propaganda
images, and a host of other such materials from a
wide range of sources, including official documents,
cinema, and the photography of contemporary
amateurs, foreigners, and the Allied armies, it distills
our ideas about the period and provides a balanced
and accessible account of the whole era.
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Approfondito e di facile lettura, intenso e puntuale, il
volume sgombra il campo da tanti stereotipi sulla
biografia di una delle personalità più tragicamente
inquietanti del XX secolo: Adolf Hitler. Storia Pocket:
un progetto che si articola con temi di storia antica,
medievale, moderna e contemporanea dove si
avverte la forte impronta dell'autore
nell'organizzazione della materia trattata e nella
speciale capacità di presentare al grande pubblico
eventi, personaggi e problemi della storia
dell'umanità.
“A dense and scholarly book about . . . the relationship
between the Nazi party and the occult . . . reveals
stranger-than-fiction truths on every page.”—Daily
Telegraph The Nazi fascination with the occult is
legendary, yet today it is often dismissed as Himmler’s
personal obsession or wildly overstated for its novelty.
Preposterous though it was, however, supernatural
thinking was inextricable from the Nazi project. The
regime enlisted astrology and the paranormal, paganism,
Indo-Aryan mythology, witchcraft, miracle weapons, and
the lost kingdom of Atlantis in reimagining German
politics and society and recasting German science and
religion. In this eye-opening history, Eric Kurlander
reveals how the Third Reich’s relationship to the
supernatural was far from straightforward. Even as
popular occultism and superstition were intermittently
rooted out, suppressed, and outlawed, the Nazis drew
upon a wide variety of occult practices and esoteric
sciences to gain power, shape propaganda and policy,
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and pursue their dreams of racial utopia and empire.
“[Kurlander] shows how swiftly irrational ideas can take
hold, even in an age before social media.”—The
Washington Post “Deeply researched, convincingly
authenticated, this extraordinary study of the magical
and supernatural at the highest levels of Nazi Germany
will astonish.”—The Spectator “A trustworthy [book] on
an extraordinary subject.”—The Times “A fascinating
look at a little-understood aspect of fascism.”—Kirkus
Reviews “Kurlander provides a careful, clear-headed,
and exhaustive examination of a subject so lurid that it
has probably scared away some of the serious research
it merits.”—National Review
This is a stimulating work with an original perspective on
the most important existential question in the UK since
the Second World War. Rather than focusing on the
minutiae of the on-going crisis, Beatrice Heuser
considers Brexit in the light of the dialectic of Empire,
sovereignty and co-operative syntheses throughout
history. The result is an impressive synthesis of the
evolution of power relationships within and between
political entities.' -- Professor Michael Newman, author of
Democracy, Sovereignty and the European Union Are
Europeans hard-wired for conflict? Given the enmities
that wracked the Greek city-states, or the Valois,
Bourbons and Habsburgs, it seems undeniable. The
Holy Roman Empire promised peace, but collapsed
before it could deliver it, while rival rulers counterbalanced its power by stressing their own sovereign
independence. Yet, since Antiquity, there has also been
a yearning for the rule of law, the Pax Romana. For
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seven centuries, Europe's philosophers and diplomats
have sought to build institutions of compromise between
the unrestricted competition of nation-states and the
universal monarchy of the old empires: a confederation
whose representatives would meet to resolve
differences. We have seen these ambitions at least
partially realised in a progression of multilateral
solutions: the Congress System, the League of Nations,
the United Nations, and the European Union. But, with
the United Kingdom's vote to leave the EU, state
sovereignty seems to be pushing back against two
centuries of travel in the other direction. The Brexit result
shows that distrust of a greater Europe and fierce
insistence on state sovereignty remain live issues in
today's politics. To explain recent events, Beatrice
Heuser charts the history and culture underpinning this
age-old tension between two systems of international
affairs.
New material adds value to this classic edition, with an
introduction by historian Gerhard L. Weinberg.
First published in 1951, this book examines Hitler's
strategy and how it developed during the Second World
War. Hinsley, who had worked as a code breaker during
the war, uses a variety of contemporary documents as
sources, including records taken from the German Naval
Archives after its capture by the Allies in 1945. This book
will be of value to anyone with an interest in military
history in general or the Second World War in particular.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE MARK LYNTON HISTORY
PRIZE 2020 A DAILY TELEGRAPH BOOK OF THE
YEAR 2019 A revelatory new biography of Adolf Hitler
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from the acclaimed historian Brendan Simms Adolf Hitler
is one of the most studied men in history, and yet the
most important things we think we know about him are
wrong. As Brendan Simms's major new biography
shows, Hitler's main preoccupation was not, as widely
believed, the threat of Bolshevism, but that of
international capitalism and Anglo-America. These two
fears drove both his anti-semitism and his determination
to secure the 'living space' necessary to survive in a
world dominated by the British Empire and the United
States. Drawing on new sources, Brendan Simms traces
the way in which Hitler's ideology emerged after the First
World War. The United States and the British Empire
were, in his view, models for Germany's own empire,
similarly founded on appropriation of land, racism and
violence. Hitler's aim was to create a similarly global
future for Germany - a country seemingly doomed
otherwise not just to irrelevance, but, through emigration
and foreign influence, to extinction. His principal concern
during the resulting cataclysm was not just what he saw
as the clash between German and Jews, or German and
Slav, but above all that between Germans and what he
called the 'Anglo-Saxons'. In the end only dominance of
the world would have been enough to achieve Hitler's
objectives, and it ultimately required a coalition of
virtually the entire world to defeat him. Brendan Simms's
new book is the first to explain Hitler's beliefs fully,
demonstrating how, as ever, it is ideas that are the
ultimate source of the most murderous behaviour.
Traces the causes of World War II, explores the
motivations of important people involved with it, presents
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the events of the war grouped by the theater in which
they took place, and examines its aftermath.
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